
@Source-EnergyTM Pipe
CONCRETE SEWAGE PIPE
HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM

The @Source-EnergyTM Pipe is a precast concrete sewage (sanitary 
and storm) pipe with a heat recovery system embedded in the 
pipe wall. The system recovers heat from the sewage effluent in 
the pipe and/or the ground surrounding the pipe. 

The System is connected to and controlled by heat pumps in 
buildings.  The heat pump functions to upgrade the low-level heat 
collected by the @Source-EnergyTM System and to distribute the 
upgraded heat into the building.

In hot weather, the heat pumps reverse, removing heat from the 
building and reject that heat to the @Source-EnergyTM Pipe, 
cooling the building.  Heat rejected to the pipes is stored in the 
ground for recovery in cold weather to heat the building.

@Source-Energy Pipes are installed as the public sewage pipe line 
which is usually buried along the street in front of the building. 
Each building is assigned a length of pipes as a heat recovery 
system. Plastic (hdp) pipes connect the building to the System and 
are located at the lot line.  A valve at the lot line is used to open or 
close the heat recovery System to that building. The building 
owner is usually responsible to connect a heat pump in the 
building to the heat recovery connections (pipes) at the lot line.

COMPOSITION OF THE SYSTEM

Subdivision installation
Naneff Gardens, Sudbury, Ontario

No GHG emission: Replaces fossil fuels, no need for oil or gas pipelines
@Source-Energy Pipes and ground around them become a Thermal Energy Battery
Avoids emitting approximately 7.5 tons of CO2 per installed house per year
Provides heating and cooling for buildings, 
with an energy efficiency ranging from 400 to 500%.
New source of revenue for municipalities and developers that can become energy suppliers
Meets ANSI / CSA / IGSHPA C-448 standards
Pipes can be produced in any standard diameter
Contiguous sewer lines provide an opportunity for the district energy system
Can be combined with geothermal wells / fields
Green credits / grants
Short payback period for small initial capital cost
No operating costs and no maintenance required throughout the life of the system, i.e. more than 50 years
@Source-Energy Pipes can function as a primary component of a district energy system.

FUTURE-PROOF YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE

AVERAGE
ENERGY COST

SAVINGS

65%



As you can both produce and consume energy, you 
become a «prosumer». With district system, the load 
flatering reduces the infrastructure needs

Max 4 and 
max 7, for an 
infrastructure 
need of 11.

Winner of 2009 
OCA Specialty Concrete 
Products Award

Aggregated: 
Sharing reduces 
total 
infrastructure 
need to 8

Source-Energy
Renewable Resource Recovery Corp.  
2477, Maley Drive, Sudbury ON  P3A 4R7, Canada   
Canada  705-840-3660  •  USA  917-970-1028
www.at-source-energy.com  •  info@at-source-energy.com

@Source-EnergyTM Pipes
COMPARED TO GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM  

Made in Canada

Energy Entering Complex = 500*1220 21500 R3C Cost Geo Cost Total Cost
House Position in ComplexHouse E Soil E R3C EnergyGeo Energy$ $ $

Er, Btu/h Es, BTU/h E3, Btu/h Eg, Btu/h
0
1 28000 14000 582000 0 4000 0 4000
2 28000 14000 409415 0 4000 0 4000
3 28000 14000 279976 0 4000 0 4000
4 28000 14000 182897 0 4000 0 4000
5 28000 14000 110088 0 4000 0 4000
6 28000 14000 55481 0 4000 0 4000
7 28000 14000 14526 13474 4000 5390 9390
8 28000 14000 14000 14000 4000 5600 9600
9 28000 14000 14000 14000 4000 5600 9600

10 28000 14000 14000 14000 4000 5600 9600
$40,000 $22,190 $62,190

$27,810

500 HOUSES UPSTREAM ON R3C SYSTEM, 12 INCH DIAMETER PIPE

Total Costs
Saving over installing wells

The @Source-Energy Pipe 
system provides heating and 
cooling for buildings, with an 
energy efficiency ranging 
from 400 to 500%.

DISTRICT ENERGY SYSTEM
YOU CAN BECOME A PROSUMER
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